The Digital Triage Assistant (DTA) includes the implementation of wearables, similar to commercial devices such as FitBits, Apple Watches, etc., on soldiers that can measure key health vitals. Additionally, the Digital Triage Assistant includes an algorithm that takes in inputs such as the soldiers' health vitals, medic observations, and past medical history, and quickly outputs a quantitative measure of the severity of the soldier's injury, known as the “mortality likelihood score.” This output would then be utilized by an attending medic on the frontline to better treat a wounded soldier. In terms of practical applications, the utility of these systems is especially beneficial to medics attending mass-casualty or civilian-casualty incidents in which a medic needs to know which injured person to treat first.

In the midst of a multiple- or mass-casualty event, decisions and judgments must be made in split-seconds to save lives. One such decision process is triage: the assessment of wound or illness severity to decide the order of treatment when there is a large number of patients or casualties. Whether it be governments, NGOs, or international institutions, all such actors rely on the power of triage to make sure that when calamity strikes, as many lives can be saved as possible.

Earlier in the Fall 2020, the JHU team partnered with the Czech Technical University in Prague to onboard the necessary expertise to design and code the DTA prototype. The partnership has flourished with our Czech counterparts actively developing the DTA backend, preparing a demonstration, and garnering official support from the Czech Armed Forces. The JHU team has supported these efforts through project oversight, interviewing of medical and military experts, and continued efforts on conceptualizing the predictive capabilities of the DTA.

The immediate next steps for the DTA project include testing and finalizing the wearable suite and its ergonomics; implementing the simplest, most direct digitalization of current triage algorithms; creating a predictive model to inform triaging; and designing the communication between the components of the DTA while overcoming emergent barriers.
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